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SelectIre NhlR TI mrasurements on dcutermm m pouders rotatrng at high speed at the magtc angle mdtcate that dlpolat 
spm dlffusmn ~~hich can bc quenched by the ortentattonal dependence of the quadrupole spbttmg, IS partially restored by 
the simple rotatton 

1. Introduction 

In a previous paper we demonstrated the first ap 
plicatron of high speed magic angle sample spinning to 
deuterrum NMR m solrds ] 1] _ The homogeneous 
broadening due to the quadrupole coupling was largely 
removed and rsotroprc chemical shift spectra were ob- 
tamed. It therefore became unportant to understand 
the mechanism of deuterrum spur-lattrce reiaxatron 
m sobds. It IS well known that Tr m tlus case can be- 
come some minutes and longer makmg the observatron 
of deutermm resonances almost useless However, we 
have found that certain spur-lattice relaxation rates 
were much faster than expected and that thrs was due 
to drpolar spm drffusron between crystallographrcally 
inequivalent deutermm nuclei. 

Thus the question of spur drffusron in the deutenum 
system is a crrtrcal aspect of hrgh resolution deutenum 
NM13 m sohds by magic angle spinnmg [ 1,2] The 
related problem of cross relaxation between the Zeeman 
levels of a spin-l/2 system and the quadrupole levels 
of a spin > 112 system has been studied extensrvely [3] _ 
fn particular, Woessner and Gutowsky [4] have studled 
that problem in a very slowly rotating sample. In thrs 
paper, we descrrbe the deuterium spin diffusron rn a 
new regrrne of fast sample rotatron in which the rotation 
perrod is much shorter than the relaxatron tunes mvolved 

We wrll show that one can explort the existence of rapid 
molecular matrons of the deuterons m sohds to enhance 
T, rn a rotating sample experunent. In the next two 
paragraphs we revrew the essentral features of deutenum 
spur-lattice relaxatron. In section 2 we drscuss a simple 
model for relaxatron r.n the rotating sample and an es- 
trmate of the deutenum Tr values. These are compared 
wnla experunent in sections 3 and 4. 

The spin-lattice relaxation of spin-1 deuterium 111 
sohds in hrgh magnetic field at high temperature is 
normally dom~ated by its large quadrupole couplmg 
[S] . When there is molecular motion, the time depen- 
dence introduced mto the quadrupole couphng by the 
matron can be effective m producmg spin-lattice relaxa- 
tion. In the absence of such motion, T1 can be orders 
of magnrtude longer since other motions in the crystal, 
e g. Iattice ~brations, are much less effective in produc- 
ing spectral density at the deuteron Larmor frequency. 
In a crystal containmg both rapidly reorientrng and 
rigid deutenum types, for example a typical organic 
molecular sohd contaming -CD3 groups, the spin drf- 
fusion between deuterons attempts to bring both types 
rnto internal equ~~urn at a common spur temperature. 
The complete system would then relax to the lattrce 
temperature [6] . However, the dependence of the qua- 
drupole coupling on ornentation rn the external mag- 
netic field quenches the spin diffusron and causes the 
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DEUTERIUM QUADRUPOLE SPLITTING 

0) 
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FIN. 1 Elgenstates and quadrupole sphtting of spm-1 deutermm 
m an awally symmetxx electric field gradlent m high magnetic 
field (a) Left and right hand sides mduxte two unequal values 
of the quadrupole sphttmg, RQ Dq~olar spin diffusion between 
deuterons with unequal nQ IS quenched. (b) When the qua- 
drupole sphttings of nelphbormg deuterons become equal, spm 
tifuslon via I$! + I: I+ fhp-flop transitrons can occur. (c) 
The quadrupole sphttmg vanes as the angle, p, between the 
umque quadrupole axis and the static magnenc field duection. 
as Ln eq. (1). 

dlfferent deuterium types to relax at independent and 
widely different rates 

This effect is described qualitatively for deuterium 
m high magnetic field m an axially symmetric electric 
field gradient in fig. 1. Neighboring deuterons in a crys- 
tal, illustrated by the left and right hand sides m figs. 
la and lb, can have different orientations of the umque 
axis of their quadrupole interaction tensors with respect 
to the external magnetic field direction. They will then 
have largely different quadrupole splittings, Q, as in- 
dicated in fig. la, and a flip-flop transition due to the 
IlIz + 111: term of their dipole-dipole coupling would 
not be allowed since it IS not energy conservmg. Thus 
the spin diffusion between these deuterons is quenched. 
For spin diffusion to occur, theu quadrupole splittings 
must be equal to within a local field width. In other 
words, the quadrupole satellites of the two nuclei must 

overlap as shown in fig. lb. The dependence of the 
quadrnpole splitting on orientation, illustrated in fig. 
Ic, is given by the expression 

szQ = i(3 cos*p - l)WQ, 0) 

where uQ = ie’gQ/fi is the quadrupole coupling con- 
stant and fi is the angle between the unique axis of the 
quadrupole tensor and the direction of B,-, . The quetich- 
ing of spin diffusion in a powder sample occurs since 
there is an isotropic distribution of crystallite orienta- 
tions. For neighboring deuterons in a crystallite, which 
have lfferent directions of theii unique quadrnpole 
axis in the crystal f=ed reference frame, to undergo 
spin diffusion the crystallite must fall at such an orien- 
tation in the lab frame that the two deuterons have the 
same quadrupole splitting, SZQ_ Only a negligibk frac- 
tion of the crystallites of the powder will meet ‘Jlat 
condition. Since the deuterium quadrupole coupling is 
much larger than its dipole-dipole couplings, the 
matching of quadrupole splittings occurs over a very 
small angular range. 

2. Crossing point model and T1 estimate 

When the sample 1s rotated about the magic angle, 
the quadrupole splitting of the deuterons is modulated 
harmonically. This modulation is shown in fig. 2 for 
two deuterons which have tiferent orientations, I.e. 
polar angles, of their unique quadrupok axis with re- 
spect to the axis of sample rotation_ At some point 

Fig. 2. Modulation of the quadrupole splitting. S&Q. of two 
druterons in a rotating sample over one rotation cycle. 0 G 
wrf < 2n. The two spm-1 nuclei have different orientations 
of their uruque quadrupole ayls with respect to the axis OF 
sample rotation. Dashed boxes enclose eons where spin di!G 
fusion between the two can occur smce they have equal s$. 
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:cr-_ng the rotation cycle the quadrupole splittings of 
kc wo deuterons must become equal and during thrs 
L.;cr~mg the spin diffusion can occur. The width of the 
c-:~mg region depends on the magnitude of the dipolar 
,O -I$ng between the crossing deuterons and the steep- 
;W with which their quadrupole sphttings cross. During 
SC rotation cycle, the quadrupole sphttmg of each 
G lteron crosses with that of every other deuteron. 
?erefore, the sample rotation matches the quadrupole 
r$rttings of all pairs for some part of the cycle and 
zartialIy restores spur drffusron in the deuterium sys- 
[em. This may also be vrewed as a cross relaxation be- 
tween ~ysta~o~ap~~~y mequivalent deuterons. 

To indicate the effect of the restored spin diffusion 
on T, we consrder a crystal containing rotatmg methyl 
(-CDs) and rigid aromatic (-@D4) deuterons. In es- 
timating the -0D4 T, based on the crossing point 
mechanism, we assume (a) that the -CD3 type relaxes 
to the lattice independently and at a much faster rate 
than the -@D4 and (b) that the -#D4 type relaxes to 
the lattice only by spin drffusion to -CD, types at 
crossing points over many rotor cycles For the case of 
a singIe aromatic deuteron and a srngle methyl group 
we write the expression 

(Tt”d)_’ =f(T~)“ 9 (2) 

where rigid refers to the -@D4 deuteron and (T$(l)-I 
is the rate of spin drffusion between the two. The con- 
stant f is the fraction of the rotor period for which the 
spin drffusion IS “turned on”, i.e. the fraction of the 
rotor cycle for which there 1s crossing. As an order of 
magnitude estimate only, we take f as the frequency 
width for which the quadrupole sphttings of the two 
deuterons are “equal” dnrided by the total range of the 
quadrupole splitting over the rotor cycle and we obtain 
{;*y(: Hz/200 kHz = 5 X lO+ _ W;zitimate the 

- = 200 Hz, and therefore T1 = 10 s. In the 
l.n&t of strong spin drffusron, (Ty)-’ large, the TFBd 
approaches that of the -CD, deuterons. Thrs is the 
smgle spin temperature hmit mentioned above. Ln the 
bmtt of weak spin diffusron, (Ty)-t small, the TfBd 
will approach a value determIned by some less efficient 
mechanism, e g. fluctuating local dipolar fields. 

3. Results 

Spin-lattice relaxation times were measured selec- 
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Table 1 
Deutenum sold state Tt (m seconds) 

Compound -CD3 -#D4 

terephthalie acid 
dtmethylesterdlo 
(D~CO&~D.+CO~CDJ) 

0.86 = 75% 28 2 7L;d 

p-drmetho\ybenzene-dra 
@3CO@D40CD3) 

terephthahc acid 
~e~ylester~~ 
~~C02C~D4C02CH3) 

0.26 r 44 5 -c- 20% 

640 5 13% 

tively from the isotropic chemical shift spectra by a 
saturation-recovery sequence. Measurements were made 
at room temperature at w&D) = 28 MHz on deuterium 
enriched polycry~~e samples rotating about the 
magic angle at wJ2n = 1 kHz and the results are shown 
rn table 1. The T, values for -CD3 deuterons are re- 
latively short, less than one second. It is well known 
that the -CD, group reorients rapidly at room tem- 
perature about its C, axis. The aromatic deuterons, 
however, occupy rigid lattice posrtrons. The values of 
TX for -#D4 in terephthalic acid dtmethylester-d10 
and p~e~oxybe~enedto are in agreement w&r 
the estimate given above. 

To investigate the weak spin diffusion limit, we have 
measured the Trgd of -@D4 deuterons in partially 
deuterated terephthalic acrd dimethylester, 
HSC02C#D4CO$Hs. Under the same condrtions as 
the perdeuterated material, this value was found to be 
6.4 X 102 s as shown in fig. 3. Thus by replacing the 
-CD, groups by -CHs groups, which ehminates the 
spin diffusion between aromatic and methyl groups 
(since the 2D-1H dipolar B term is non-secular) the 
Tfad of the aromatic deuterons rncreased by a factor 
of 23. 

In the real crystal the aromatic deuterons may be 
relaxed by more than one methyl group. Also, the total 
crossing tune over many rotor cycles does not depend 
on wt. Thus the T1 of the rigid deuterons shouId be 
independent of 0,. Further work along these lines is 
in progress. 
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applies to amorphous materials where magic angle 
spinning is particularly useful. The existence of crossing 
points also suggest the possiiihty of appiy&rg direct 
deuterium detection 1H-213) cross polarization l7.71 to 
obtain the isotropic spectra. Further quantitative detaiIs 
and description of the magic angle spinning experiments 
wtli be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
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